
Data availability
These observations have been taken from the Bureau of Meteorology's "real time" system. Most of the data are generated and handled
automatically. Some quality checking has been performed, but it is still possible for erroneous values to appear.

From time to time, observations will not be available, for a variety of reasons. Sometimes when the daily maximum and minimum
temperatures, rainfall or evaporation are missing, the next value given has been accumulated over several days rather than the normal one
day. It is very difficult for an automatic system to detect this reliably, so caution is advised. For more detail about this or any other data quality
issue, please contact us.

Summary statistics
The summary statistics (mean, lowest, highest and total) have been calculated using the data available at the time of preparation. Statistics
are only calculated where it makes sense to do so (for example, "total maximum temperature" and "mean maximum wind gust" are not
calculated, but "total rainfall" and "mean minimum temperature" are).

The extremes for each field are indicated in the table: the lowest value is shown in blue, and the highest value appears in red.

A hash mark (#) as the direction of an extreme wind indicates that speed occured more than once during the month, from more than one
direction. For wind, the direction of the highest (or lowest) wind speed is shown, not the "highest" direction.

 As new observations become available or observations are checked and modified, the statistics may change.

Updates
The table for the current month is updated twice a day: once in the late morning and again in the late afternoon. All observations for the month
should be available with the morning update on the first day of the following month. Earlier months are updated every few weeks.

Column meanings
To save space, most of the columns have abbreviated headings.

Copyright
Copyright of Bureau of Meteorology materials resides with the Commonwealth of Australia. Apart from any fair dealing for purposes of study,
research, criticism and review, as permitted under copyright legislation, no part of this product may be reproduced, re-used or redistributed for
any commercial purpose whatsoever, or distributed to a third party for such purpose, without written permission from the Director of
Meteorology.

Disclaimer
This product contains real-time data, loaded automatically with only limited quality control. The Bureau does not warrant, guarantee or make
any representations regarding the currency, correctness, accuracy, reliability, or any other aspect regarding characteristics or use of the
information presented. The user accepts sole responsibility and risk associated with the use and results of this product, irrespective of the
purpose to which such use or results are applied. In no event shall the Bureau of Meteorology be liable for any special, indirect or
consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action contract, negligence or
tort, rising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this product.

Contacts
If you need to discuss this product, or are after any other meteorological data or advice, you should contact the Bureau of Meteorology office
in your area. A full list of contact details can be found on our web site, at http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/how/contacts.shtml
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Some notes about Daily Weather Observations

UnitsMeaningHeading
Day of MonthDate

first two lettersDay of WeekDay

degrees CelsiusMinimum temperature in the 24 hours to 9am
Sometimes only known to the nearest whole degreeMin

Temps
degrees CelsiusMaximum temperaure in the 24 hours from 9am

Sometimes only known to the nearest whole degreeMax

millimetresPrecipitation (rainfall) in the 24 hours to 9am
Sometimes only known to the nearest whole millimetreRain

millimetresClass A pan evaporation in the 24 hours to 9amEvap
hoursBright sunshine in the 24 hours to midnightSun
16 compass pointsDirection of strongest gust in the 24 hours to midnightDirn

Max wind gust kilometres per hourSpeed of strongest wind gust in the 24 hours to midnightSpd
local time hh:mmTime of strongest wind gustTime
degrees CelsiusTemperature at 9amTemp

9am

percentRelative humidity at 9amRH
eighthsFraction of sky obscured by cloud at 9amCld
16 compass pointsWind direction averaged over 10 minutes prior to 9amDirn
kilometres per hourWind speed averaged over 10 minutes prior to 9amSpd
hectopascalsAtmospheric pressure reduced to mean sea level at 9amMSLP
degrees CelsiusTemperature at 3pmTemp

3pm

percentRelative humidity at 3pmRH
eighthsFraction of sky obscured by cloud at 3pmCld
16 compass pointsWind direction averaged over 10 minutes prior to 3pmDirn
kilometres per hourWind speed averaged over 10 minutes prior to 3pmSpd
hectopascalsAtmospheric pressure reduced to mean sea level at 3pmMSLP
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